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Introduction
 ▶ Studies of regional dialects have found correlations between listeners' 
comprehension, perceptual similarity, and acoustic properties of
those dialects' vowel spaces; we will focus on the latter.

 ▶ Oder, Ferguson, & Clopper (2009)
● explored how three American English dialects (Midland, Mid-Atlantic, 

and Southern) are related acoustically and perceptually
● vowel identification: Mid-Atlantic > Midland > Southern
● mid and low unrounded vowels were particularly difficult
● intelligibility was correlated with acoustic distance (Euclidean)

 ▶However, these and similar results must take into account:
● participants' native dialect and familiarity with the tested dialects
● interspeaker variation in the stimuli
● difficulty in isolating and testing variables using existing dialects

without directly manipulating their acoustic properties (and thus
transforming them, potentially, into different dialects)

 ▶ A solution: Manipulate vowel spaces of artificial, synthesized “dialects”.

Pros Cons
- Allows for isolation of the - May not be generalizeable
effects of specific variables to real-world dialects
- Novel dialects minimize - Is speech synthesis good
prior exposure confounds enough for significant results?
- Synthesis minimizes - What is really being tested?
inter-speaker variation

Questions
 ▶Do we see accommodation differences in artificial dialects as in real ones?

 What factors may affect how well a novel dialect is comprehended?▶
● acoustic distance (from a dialect with ~100% comprehension)
● naturalness of the manipulation (e.g. chain shifts vs. random shuffling)
● density of the vowel space (how clustered vowels are together)

 ▶We might also consider:
● lexical neighborhood density (interference from similar words, likely 

differing between dialects, but an analysis beyond the scope of this work)
● mergers (considered in the literature, but would require deeper testing)

 ▶ Vowel spaces consist of /i u e o æ ɑ/ as produced by the eSpeakNG    
synthesizer, designed for accessibile and intelligible text-to-speech

 ▶ Six artificial dialects:
● Default (synthesizer's standard American, monophthongized)
● NCVSish (based on the Northern Cities Shift)
● Canadifornian (based on the Californian Shift)
● Cycled (“unnatural” chain shift around the space)
● Shuffled (vowels shift “randomly” around the space)
● Centered (all vowels shift closer to schwa
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 ▶ These manipulate and allow the simultaneous testing of several
of the suggested variables, though at the risk of conflating them.

The Six 'Dialects'

eSpeakNG Default Centered

“Canadifornian” “NCVSish”

“Cycled” “Shuffled”

Creating the Vowel Spaces
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Methodology
 ▶ Stimuli (for each dialect)

● 6 jVn stimuli synthesized by eSpeakNG:
Jean, June, Jane, Joan, Jan, and John

● 4 CVC training words per vowel:
cheese, feet, leaf, sheep, boot, goose, moon,
soup, gate, cake, maze, safe, bone, coat, nose,
toad, cat, ham, bag, pan, mop, bomb, pot, sock

 ▶ Training (for each dialect)
● Participants first see all five CVC words for each vowel, and hear each read aloud,

clicking on each as they do so. They then see one CVC word, not including stimuli.

 ▶ Testing (for each dialect)
● Participants are given the six jVn images and text simultaneously, and hear a jVn word.

They are instructed to click on the name they believe the synthetic speaker to have said.
Accuracy suggests successful accommodation to the speaker's dialect.
Reaction time between stimulus end and button press is also measured.

● Each stimulus appears 7 times for 42 total tokens per vowel, per speaker, per dialect

Discussion

Results

 ▶Do we see differences in accuracy and reaction time between dialects?

 ▶How do we tell what acoustic features contribute to this?

Acoustic (euclidean) distance: calculable for each dialect
- Assuming performance for Default is near ceiling, are dialects that are measurably 
more similar to Default necessarily easier to accommodate to?

Naturalness: both natural and unnatural shifts are simulated
- If accommodation is affected by the naturalness of a sound change, we might predict 
NCVS/Canadifornian > Cycled > Scattered despite the latter preserving Default VSD.

VSD: some dialects have smaller overall vowel contrasts
- We expect dalects with denser vowel spaces to be more difficult to accommodate to.

 ▶Depending on the factors suspected to be relevant, we may isolate these variables and
manipulate them individually, for example constructing dialects of particular acoustic
distances from a listener's own to test Oder et al.'s claim.
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